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EMW: One was removing the timelines and the education section from the back of the contract and uh, the second 
thing was we got to keep the original language about personal, if you leave one personal leave day, one sick day, no 
personal leave days you get $100.  If you get asked to have some compensation for moving rooms we took that off 
the table and just kept that with contract language. The other one was in the group health insurance language about 
changing the husband and wife language to spouses so those are the three things that we have gained from 
negotiations and being that one of them had no impact on the removing the timelines at the end and the agreeing to 
keep contract language for the $100 for the personal and sick leave issues and then something that seems more just 
from a legal standpoint the word spouses for husband and wife. We feel that we have not gained anything in these 
contract negotiations so far and so at this point we can go word for word through these four proposals but we are not 
willing to agree to them tonight. 

Trevor: Okay. So, um, what are you hoping to accomplish? What are we doing here? 

EMW: We were willing to meet if the District was willing to meet and come with something different than where we 
ended by saying we were going to a mediator and applying for mediation.  

Trevor: Okay. Well, I think that, I thought we were making progress. I think we spent a lot of time, we made a lot of 
progress on this, um, you know I think as I look through I understand what you’re saying regarding the, um, you know 
the TAs, um, but I think that from a perspective of talking about kind of what the Districts TAs were as well. I mean 
the vast majority of those are clarifying language, making sure that things are accurate; putting in their past practice 
on one of them just putting that in there and then we have dropped a lot of our issues. I think we dropped probably 
six or seven or eight dropped issues from what we brought up and then as I look at from basically where you were at 
I couldn’t tell really other than I know you dropped the moving the $250. I couldn’t tell what else was dropped, what 
else was still in there and I didn’t have that you dropped any of your other, um, other major issues. So basically I 
think what would be the most helpful for us is to just hear what are the outstanding issues, what is still remaining, 
what’s been dropped, what hasn’t been dropped, what are you looking for and what do you want to do? I don’t know 
if you need time to talk about that but we’d like to kind of narrow this down and say what are the remaining issues? 
What’s still out there?  

EMW: Well from our perspective the document, the bible, anything that hasn’t been TA’d we are assuming is still, a 
topic that’s still open for negotiations. So there is quite a few in here, I mean we could walk through it and talk about 
what each one of those are. You know we could walk through this and talk about the issues. Most of these, your four 
proposals, probably are eight issues because it’s trading something for something else and of the four there’s 
probably, you know eight different topics in there that we could talk about and then also salary, you know that. 

Trevor: Do you have a proposal for salary? 

EMW: We don’t’ have a proposal to put up on the screen. 

Trevor: Okay. 
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EMW: Our proposal, um, is as it has always has been that we want some type of increase, percentage increase. We 
want steps and we want to keep Appendix C in the master agreement.  

Trevor: And I guess, I mean I understand that everything that you’ve put out there all 26 issues other than the three 
are still open, but in order to narrow this down and to really see if we can potentially settle this without having to go to 
mediation. I’d really appreciate it if we could talk more about what are the priorities. What are the things that we really 
want so maybe we can we can reconfigure what our last four offers were to try to get rid of what we saw as 8 major 
issues but I think it would help us to really know what are our priorities. What are you looking for here and potentially 
talk about those things so that we can maybe reach a resolution. I don’t know if that’s not something you want to do, 
um, I don’t see really the benefit to walking back through all 23 outstanding issues because I feel like we’ve talked 
about all and I don’t think it’s a good use of anybody’s time. So I don’t know if that’s something you all want to talk 
about and then maybe we can come back and hear where we’re at, what we might be able to do and see if there’s 
basically any benefit to continue on working through some language tonight.  

EMW: Want to do that? Okay we’ll caucus. 

Trevor: Okay. Thanks.  

CAUCUS 

EMW: All right, what we did is we kind of just came up with a list of a few things that we haven’t spent much time on. 
So we just were wondering you know maybe on some of those issues what the District has to offer, um, and the list 
that we made for that is ULA, Lobby Day, Professional Time, Prep Time, the severance language we weren’t quite 
sure where you were at with that and then the salary we’ve talked quite a bit about but that’s another thing on the list. 

Trevor: Okay. First would be severance, right, because I think we are waiting for a response on that one because we 
talked about what that language would look like and so I think that that is an issue we’re basically in agreement on 
now, um, I think there are a couple issues that we’re basically in agreement on, um, and I think I said it orally and not 
sending anything to you in writing. So what I said, um, but basically the one about paying it to the estate and yep, the 
decedents estate and so that’s an issue that I mean I think we’re agreed on.  

EMW: Yea, because I thought we were going to get final language to see in in text. I know you said it orally. 

Trevor: Is that something that if I draw it up we have an agreement on? Would we be able to be done with that one? 

EMW: I think we need to see the language before I can say yes but I think in theory and in concept we are in 
agreement. 

Trevor: And then salary, um, so what we did with that first explaining what ours that we sent to you was so last time 
and then again today you talked about basically wanting steps, wanting something, an increase on the salary 
schedule, um, last time we talked about that one percent TRA increase and how you felt that that was unfair to have 
that costed in when it was, when it’s not certain yet and so on the one that we sent to you, um, basically it’s got two 
pieces. The first one would be the way that it was set up with the TRA increase having the, with the $75,000 cost for 
full contributions of health, um, because that was one that I think you said you wanted that off the health and on the 
schedule. So the first one has that on the health and the second one has it off and so that second one is kind of the 
way you requested it with our same total package of 668 and so one of the notes on that proposal option too what we 
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were thinking was, um, since it is from what we hear it sounds like it is going to be a 1% TRA but if it’s not what we 
would agree to is basically the amount from that TRA that’s costed in this if that increase doesn’t come to pass that 
would just be paid in a one-time payment to staff.  If it doesn’t happen you get the money instead of having it you just 
get nothing at that point and that would be I’m pretty sure you have the costing so it should come out basically to a 
1.440 increase year one, 1% increase year two and get this to the same total package and what this did is it changes 
all those formulas from the changes to steps and lanes based on what we thought you were saying we’d rather just 
have money on the schedule. So that’s what our proposal looks like with the one caveat that the difference here 
would be that would be putting the $75,000 on the salary schedule instead of in health, it be the 1% increase if it 
doesn’t come to pass it would be paid out and that’s our same total package of 668 and then based on what you just 
said about what you wanted you want steps, you want an increase and you want appendix C. We ran costing real 
quick to see what that would look like and you didn’t say a increase percentage number so what I did in order to cost 
this was the absolute lowest percentage number. We put 0.1, so 0.1 on both years with steps and lanes without the 
403b contribution issue that’s still outstanding, what that comes out to would be a 6.348% package of $1.6 million 
total package.  

EMW: Can you repeat that? 

Trevor: Yep, 6.348% and that’s $1.6 million total package and that’s with a 0.1 increase both years so the smallest 
increase we could come up with and so what you’re asking for, I’m doubting we’d come to an agreement on 0.1, what 
you’re asking for is basically a total package of $1.6 million at this point and as you remember our last offer was 668.  

EMW: We talked about the 403b not being given to the probationary teachers and that was $130,000 that was costed 
against us in the package and last time we talked about that being put on the salary schedule. Was that put on the 
salary schedule was this $75,000 excluded from health and put on to the salary schedule and the reason I ask is that 
when we looked at the salary schedule, um, between the proposal that we had, your last proposal, and the proposals 
we just got last night there’s like a difference of $45 I think or something $38 between the salary schedules and if this 
$130,000 and if this $75,000 are on the salary schedule and not on the benefits part of it that the salary schedule I 
think should look different. You know just average if you would divide $75,000 that’s about a little over $200 a person 
now I know that’s not how it works on a salary schedule but it should be closer to that average than $35, $45 
increase. 

Trevor: You want to explain that? 

Liz: Well and I think this is what exactly is so this is the change by basically taking the $75,000 in the first option and 
that’s one on health. Now if I do the $75,000 and give it the same percentage increase obviously then I can add that 
$75,000 onto the salary schedule and that percentage increase would go up. Here we just got to the same bottom 
dollar amount because in the end that’s the package offer that Trevor’s talking about is the same dollar amount it’s 
just that the percentage increase goes up on the salary schedules because we didn’t put it on health. So really this is 
exactly what you’re talking about it gets to the same bottom line numbers it’s just that the money is used in different 
ways and the $130,000 that you are referencing for 403b hasn’t been costed in because I don’t know we’re 
understanding that that’s what we’re doing but that’s moving forward. That was part of the presentation on how much 
that option would cost but we haven’t costed that in because I’m not aware that that’s what we understand is 
happening. So that’s not even costing in what Trevor just referenced. It’s not in on these either and that’s what’s still 
outstanding. 
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EMW: So but when you move $75,000 from paying for health benefits onto the salary schedule shouldn’t we see a 
larger bump than $45? Not on this piece of paper but on the actual matrix on the actual salary schedule.  

Liz: In this example, if I compare option 1 to option 2 and just pick the cell the M8, step 1, I’d have in one option 
$41,061 and in the next option $41, 140 and so in that particular salary their salary would be adjusted $80 but 
obviously it’s going to change based on each cell. If I pick a higher cell  

EMW: And I used option 1 that didn’t have the $75,000 when I compared because this is option 2. 

EMW: So when you’re talking about 1% TRA, how much money is your 1%? 

Liz: It’s going to defer on each individual based on where you’re at on the cell. 

EMW: I mean but how are you costing to get that 1%. What is that total 1% of the TRA total for your 346.53? 

Liz: Well we could back off and start off at a zero but I mean if we are looking at this option of 0.85% increase we are 
talking the difference between 1.606 million and 1.405 million so it’s all in that summary page it’s just doing a quick 
calculation to figure it out, so in that first example that would be almost what $200,000.  

Trevor: Do you want some time to talk through, are you willing to cost out and make a salary proposal? 

EMW: I think we are pretty far apart on salary proposals right now. If you are saying just with your rough numbers 
that you ran our would be at 1.6 and your still at 668, I’m not sure, I mean we told you what we need there and you 
are right 0.1% isn’t going to cut it. So at this point I doubt we’ll have a proposal that you’d be willing to add a dollar to, 
probably. 

Trevor: I would like a proposal. I feel like we haven’t necessarily gotten a full proposal yet on salary and I think one 
of the issue potentially that we have all these outstanding issues on that all are monetary.  

EMW: Mm-hmm. 

Trevor: And so it just, I feel like we haven’t really gotten a salary proposal, a real salary proposal saying with these 
issues this is what we want and I just, and maybe you disagree with me but I feel like we haven’t necessarily gotten a 
total package this is what our salary proposal is.  

EMW: How come there seems to be such a discrepancy between your costing model and the costing model that we 
used? I mean your numbers that you just ran with steps and a 0.1% increase had a total package of $1.6 million and 
6.34%. That’s nowhere even near the numbers that you came up with… 

Trevor: I think that the problem too is that we talked about is using the same costing. Right, that was something we 
wanted to do since the first meeting, use the same costing and so we keep sending you the costing that’s what it 
shows I don’t know if you have an explanation of… 

Liz: I do a little bit, um, when Rob and I looked at our numbers, our base numbers are the same and when I look at 
proposals already using the Education Minnesota Model it’s very close the difference is what’s being input into it. So 
here’s an example, when I look at the last, um, proposal that was sent the thing that’s not included is the Title I, the 
Title I amount it’s like I don’t even remember $200 and some thousand. That is not included in your proposal and 
then when we look at a full package proposal we cost in anything that requires money so the health for instance is 
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$75,000, for VEBA, that is something we add to the costing and that’s not what we’re seeing come from the 
proposals that are being sent. So dollars and cents-wise if we did just the flat dollars and cents without all the 
monetary items we’d be almost right on if we had the Title I factored in. The only difference that was missing from 
that was workers’ comp which is .0064 so it’s not the end of the world otherwise we were spot on. So it’s just what’s 
being added and costed in it’s not about.. 

EMW: And we are not adding those things to our proposals because they haven’t been agreed to so why should we 
have to. 

Trevor: Well it’s not really a proposal if we would agree on money and then we’d agree on other issues that add 
more money after it. So and none of these issues either have been dropped so their still all outstanding. So when we 
get a proposal, a full proposal, we have to look at it from, and that’s what I mean I don’t feel like we’ve really gotten a 
full proposal which is here’s what the money is and then we’re also asking for these three or four things as well and 
that’s where we got in trouble last time when you said well we moved down to 6 but then when we actually costed 
everything in it, it was actually an increase up to 9 because we’re looking at it from a total package and I’ve said that 
since the first meeting. We’re looking at a total package, move it around, split it, however you want. We’re talking 
total package and so that’s what we’re looking at and that’s what we’re getting in and so what I mean when I say we 
want a full financial offer is these are the four things we’re asking for and if we cost them in those are still outstanding 
along with whatever increase and whatever else we want to do this is what our cost proposal is. Talking about a 
number here but then changes a week from now because you bring back an issue or because you said you know we 
changed this issue over here. So from our perspective we’re looking at a total package amount and so I’d like to get 
that so that we can where you’re really at and where our money really is. So we know whether we’re really that far 
apart. I don’t think that we really know. 

EMW: But we haven’t even agreed to what has been costed against us. There are certain dollar amounts that we feel 
shouldn’t be costed against us that you feel should be costed against us. We haven’t agreed on that yet.  

Trevor: Like what?  

EMW: Title I for instance. You feel that should be costed against us and they’re not even on the salary schedule. 
Why should that be costed against our salary schedule if they’re not even on that salary schedule? 

Trevor: I’m talking total package. What is the total settlement cost and if you’re increasing those total costs that’s 
part of the total settlement cost. That’s part of the total cost of what this package what this settlement would be.  

EMW: We’re talking about two different things because I’m talking about just salary proposal. 

Trevor: And I’m talking total package, yes. 

EMW: Yes.  

Liz: I think just one further clarity, the numbers Trevor was referencing earlier when we did a quick costing on what it 
would cost to do steps and a small increase in the, the 0.1 increase,  we also included the idea of the sick-leave buy 
back as well as transitioning the appendix C, miscellaneous rates to hourly. So that was, I took the numbers that we 
had kind of put together for on that PowerPoint that we did, so for instance the cost of that sick leave buyback is 
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$283,000 in the first year and $328,000 in the second year. So those are things that we costed in as well so that’s 
why I’m saying our numbers are different it’s because of the things that are being costed. 

EMW: So on this quick one that you gave us the 0.1 with steps and lanes for the total package of 6.3, you also added 
sick leave buyback at what cost?  

Trevor: All the issues, that’s total package.  

Liz: All except for the 403b because we’re not sure of what that is. It includes the sick leave buyback option which we 
put in for a total of $283,256 the first year and $328,921 the second year as well as the appendix C hourly transition 
because that was something that was still on the table. So that was $36,459 the first year and $2, 060 in the second 
year. 

EMW: Which part, can you clarify that, which part of appendix C are you talking about? 

Liz: It was those miscellaneous services, moving into that cell at an hourly rate.  

EMW: Okay. 

Liz: And that’s putting the appendix C back in and so trying to take exactly what was left on the table that we think we 
are aware of and plug it in just to give us an estimate.  

EMW: So where did you plug that sick leave buyback in the costing… 

Liz: I adjusted it, so you don’t even have it because I adjusted it while we were caucusing but I plugged it in under 
the other salaries option. 

EMW: Okay. 

Liz: So like on a summary page, you won’t see it on there because I only have it here but you’ll see it under other 
salaries.  

EMW: So that’s where you came up with your 1.6 million. 

Liz: When you get to the bottom the total costing increase because of course any time you add other salary you have 
all the taxes that could associate with it so there’s your TRA, FICA, work comp all that. So it’s not just the cost of 
salary it’s the cost of all those extra. 

EMW: Right. 

Trevor: And we can send you the severance you’re online now, can you send that. 

Liz: Mm-hmm. 

Trevor: Got the language…and so I know that professional time and prep time were two of the issues you talked 
about, um, and in our agreement basically what our offers were, our position was that we’ll give up our professional 
time issue, we’ll drop that issue if you drop the prep time issue and that would be I mean those four offers are 
outstanding those are there if you’d like to do that. ULA our position is really the same that we don’t think an overhaul 
is necessary. We don’t want to do a complete overhaul when we did a complete overhaul the last time and lobby day 
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our position would be the same as well. Do we want to try and work on the common ground issues which I have 
common ground issues just from, in my own notes I’ve got the Title I issue, the excess contribution in the VEBA, the 
flex language, and then this the severance language would be all things that are not in our four proposals that I think 
we are awfully close on and could potentially get those done. You feel there’s a benefit to us trying to work through 
those last few things or do you want to talk about agree to any of the proposals that we put out there, um, what do 
you want to do? 

EMW: The four proposals that you have like I mentioned before we were not ready to, we talked about them all a lot 
and if you are not changing your stance on any of the issues that we asked about now, we’re not ready to change our 
stance on any of the other issues either.  

Trevor: Severance we’re ready to go, that was one of them, salary we just discussed and professional time, prep 
time were part of that and if you don’t agree to it that’s perfectly understandable, um, but I mean we got a bunch of 
issues out there that we basically agree on and I don’t know why we wouldn’t just agree on them but that’s you don’t 
have to that’s up to you. 

EMW: What were those issues again because I don’t think… 

Trevor: Severance, um, I wrote down Title I 

EMW: And what aspect of that? 

Trevor: Placement on the salary schedule we had talked about a two percent increase for those and then you came 
back with asking for the $8,000 to be placed one place or another place we could certainly work through that issue I 
think. 

EMW: I need more clarification on that then. 

Trevor: Okay, so last meeting we talked about… 

EMW: We wanted the $8,000 in excess of their raise to go on the Title I salary so it wouldn’t be costed against, is 
that what we talked about? 

Trevor: So basically your offer was the 2%, that you would drop it if they were given a 2% increase and then you 
came back with the where it’s costed and how that would work, um, I think we’re basically what we said is that we’d 
agree to the 2% and so we’re basically only talking about where it’s costed, um, that’s probably something we could 
work through.  

EMW: But you guys had proposed that you were going to revisit how the Title I funds were allocated and get back to 
us about whether that could be paid from Title I funding last time. 

Trevor: I’m sorry what was that? 

EMW: Our proposal was that extra money that the 2% for the Title I teachers would be paid out of Title I funding and 
you said that you needed to revisit how the Title I funds that came into the district were allocated before you could 
respond to that. 

Trevor: And I think that part of what we said too is that it changes every year. 
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EMW: Yes, it does and we’re aware of that.  

Trevor: Okay. Did you want to address that Jeff? 

Jeff: Well, Title I in general is an allocation that comes annually and you don’t necessarily know at this time in a year 
what that would be next year or the year after and so essentially what happens is you have X number of dollars and 
there are allowable expenses with that and if you choose to spend those funds on one thing you forego another and 
so the other additional that you need to be a little cautious about is moving things back and forth between Title 
funded and general funded because you can get into a whole issue that’s exciting called Supplement and Supplant, 
um, that causes auditors and federal program coordinators to lose their hair and go grey early and so there are lots of 
strings with Title I as is in federal programs so you have to be a little cautious and it isn’t so fluid. 

EMW: So is that a request that could be considered that the increase in salary would be paid from the Title funding 
that the district receives or not? 

Jeff: Well I think it certainly could be considered but I think the answer you are getting is without the knowing the total 
allocation there’s some kind of projection it’s pretty hard to commit to that without the idea that something else 
wouldn’t get funded so, um, so the discussion is really the same as to whether we move Title I people to the same 
schedule you are, I suppose in theory you can do that, I’ve worked in a district where that was the case but what 
happens is that you end up with a lot fewer of those people because your money doesn’t go as far.  

EMW: So in your salary proposal or your proposals one and two you have the Title I with a 0.85 increase in one and 
a 1.440% so I’m just confused as to why you are talking about you agree to a 2%.  

Trevor: Well I think we agree in theory that we said that we would agree to the 2% increase for them. 

EMW: But that’s not what you sent on this proposal. 

Trevor: Is that in there? 

Liz: It’s not in there because again I don’t know that we had agreement so we can absolutely adjust it that’s not a 
problem. It’s set up automatically to match whatever the overall increase is so if we plug in a 5% its set up to give 
them 5%. So I can change them to 2% which it’s a formula. 

Trevor: Yeah I don’t think we’ve agreed or reached an agreement but that was something that we both in theory said 
you would do this we said we’d probably agree to that and we can work through it. So that was the first one, that’s 
what I meant when I said Title I, um, placing excess district contribution to VEBA that’s the $75,000 that you said you 
basically no longer wanted you wanted that as salary so I mean I think that we have an agreement on that one if 
you’re withdrawing that, um, the addition of the flex language, uh, your last, I think the last proposal didn’t have that 
flex language remember that one section of, oh what section was it I can’t remember exactly where but basically in 
the insurance of the dropping of the flex language so those are the four I think of at the top of my head that are real 
close. 

EMW: The flex language. 
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Trevor: Yea, you had suggested putting in some flex language and then in the last couple proposals it wasn’t’ there. 
Because I think we had kind of agreed to that one that we wouldn’t have that in there. We just haven’t ever TA’d it, 
um, and sorry I’m not going to be able to put exactly where that one is in the… 

EMW: Was it in the… 

EMW: Is it Article 8, group insurances, section 4, payment of VEBA administrative fee in coordination with flexible 
spending accounts if the teacher participates… 

EMW: What page are you on? 

EMW: It says the district does not agree to adding the flex language or paying the admin fee but does request that 
the changes are consistent, it’s page 9 of one proposal I think the very last. 

EMW: On districts number three proposal. 

EMW: Is that what you’re talking about? 

Trevor: I think so, I don’t think I’m looking at the same one…and one of our problems is if it’s not there we’re not sure 
if it’s still outstanding which you said earlier is everything we brought up is still outstanding. I think we could clarify a 
few of these just by saying nope we’re dropping that one nope we’re dropping that one we’re kind of like what we’ve 
done and we’ve dropped a number of issues as we’ve gone along. 

EMW: Have we agreed to all parts of severance the part in green here?  

Trevor: What’s the part in green sorry? 

EMW: That it would be a March 1st deadline. 

Trevor: I think if it’s in green that was one that we… 

EMW: We’re still working through it? 

Trevor: That we’ve agreed to…is the green the one agreed to? 

EMW: I’m just curious because I see that’s still highlighted and so I don’t know if we… 

Trevor: That was something we talked about very early in the process. 

EMW: And later on in the flex it says removal of the flex paragraph is contingent upon agreement to section 4 
language.  

Trevor: Which time? 

EMW: See that’s the problem. 

Liz: And that’s during conversation I think it was talked that it’s being dropped but… 

Trevor: So I mean obviously whatever you want to do but it can get confusing and that’s exactly one of the reasons 
we’re not sure what’s still outstanding. We don’t know what your issues are. So I mean maybe it doesn’t make sense 
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for us to work through it here before you’ve had a chance to really look through your proposal and decide what are 
the outstanding issues, what is our actual proposal.  

EMW: Well and I think that’ why we list, those were some of the things that we don’t know where we stand, that’s 
why we came up with that list professional time, prep time, severance. 

EMW: I guess it sounds like you’re pretty set on our issues and you’re pretty set on where you are at with yours and 
we have… 

Trevor: Well I have no idea where you’re set or where your issues are. That’s the problem and that’s what I just said, 
I’m not sure what’s still outstanding and what’s not. 

EMW: Well let’s talk about ULA. You said you don’t think it needs to be overhauled, we said we want to change it. 
Lobby day you’re not interested in it, we want it. Salary schedule we’re quite a few million apart. Professional time 
we…(group laughter)….professional time we’d like it to be continuous, you want to leave it as it is. Prep time we want 
to increase it, you’re not interested. Severance language we think we’re conceptually in agreement, you sent it to us, 
there’s the March 1st deadline for it we need to figure out for sure, but I think that you kind of drawn the line with us 
where you at with some of those issues and we’ve kind of drawn the line that those are things that are important to us 
and if neither one is willing to move that’s why we need mediation and so if that’s where we’re at that neither side is 
willing to move to far then I guess we… 

Trevor: And you don’t see any benefit in narrowing the rest of the issues so that we know exactly what we’re talking 
about, we know exactly what your proposal is so we can evaluate and decide where we’re at? Yeah, go ahead. 

EMW: Well one of the issues is that all of a sudden now the sick-leave buy back came back into the picture and I 
thought we were done with that and you said you weren’t interested in that and then you started and you costed it 
against us. So now I’m confused again as to where we are with sick-leave buyback. 

EMW: I was thinking the same thing because if you put it in the costing model that means did you agree it 
conceptually. 

Trevor: Have you dropped the sick leave buyback we don’t know that, it’s still outstanding. You said right away first 
thing everything we’ve put forward is still out there. So it’s absolutely everything we don’t know what you’ve dropped 
and if you dropped it then we’ll take that out.  

EMW: But then in none of the other proposals you’ve never even pertained putting it into the salary package and now 
all of a sudden… 

Trevor: That is how we’ve been; I believe that’s how we’ve been doing it. 

Liz: The only reason we put it into one this evening, the only reason we put it in this evening was because the list 
that’s still open is we wanted to give an idea of what that list would cost so we plugged it into tonight, it has not been 
plugged into any others. 

Trevor: Not ours.  

Liz: Right and we thought… 
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EMW: The 1% TRA is like you know that wasn’t in the first proposal it kind of out of nowhere and now we’re 
supposed to be costing that and we’re not costing that. 

Trevor: And this is, I agree with you, I think this is the frustrating part is none of us know what’s still open and what’s 
been dropped and if you dropped the sick leave buyback let us know, I mean then we won’t talk about that one 
anymore it’s been contained in every one that’s gone back and forth.  

EMW: I feel kind of, I don’t know, I’m trying to take this in and I’m trying to look at it from both sides and I’m trying to 
grasp where are we at, what are you doing here and I think, I keep feeling like we keep bringing stuff and we’re trying 
and it’s like we’re not going to talk about it, we’re not, so it’s like you get that feeling of hmm, so when are we going to 
be able to do this honestly instead of saying no we’re not going to obtain that at all, when can we try, sit down, and 
look at the pros, the cons, and really come up with some ideas you know there might some far out ideas out there 
that we haven’t even discussed to maybe come to something because we really haven’t talked about it to see if 
there’s this or it’s this, we’re pushing paper back and forth and we’re kind of feel like this to me is, has not been a 
negotiations it’s been a yep, no, yep, no but a never a conversation and you know some of the things that you know 
we’re hearing about all of a sudden maybe putting that in there or whatever it’s like hmm well what if we did really just 
sit down together and talked about it and think you know this idea might come out of something could come out of it 
that we could agree upon but I just don’t feel like we could ever get there. That’s just what I’m feeling right now. It’s 
very foreign to me doing negotiations as long as I’ve done it this way because I don’t feel one that we’ve even that 
trust and that cohesiveness of working together for what negotiations is a give and take on both parts, I just don’t feel 
it’s there so this is just very odd and that I wish we could go back to let’s take an issue and let’s throw out every day, 
is it legal, is it feasible, get all that stuff out of there and maybe there’s something the we can work on and agree to 
that we haven’t even thought about yet because we haven’t talked about it openly without it feeling like nope, we’re 
not going to obtain this because you’re not doing this or we’re not, so, just throwing my two cents out there. I’d like to 
see a true negotiation in my eyes.  

Trevor: What do you want to do? 

EMW: What would the District like to do? 

Trevor: Settle a contract. 

EMW: Okay, well as would we, but I just went through some issues that like I said the Districts drawn a line and we 
want or we’ve drawn a line and you want. I don’t know how to get past that line tonight. 

Trevor: Okay, well you’ve already filed for mediation, that’s a process. I think it would, it would really be helpful to 
have a proposal and to see what it looks like. What issues are still on the table, what’s not on the table and really 
understand where we stand on things. So we don’t have to say well are we still even talking about the sick leave 
buyback and I don’t know if that’s something that you’re willing to do, you’re willing to share with us what your actual 
proposal is, if you think that’s just a waste of time at this point. It’s really up to you. 

EMW: Well we can’t put together probably a salary package for you tonight that would include everything that you’re 
asking for, so… 

EMW: I think it’s fair too that you make a list of what’s open and closed too. 
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Trevor: We have a list of what’s closed. 

EMW: A list, a list, a nice short succinct list that we can all look at, like a grid, you know as far as knowing what 
issues are still outstanding and which one’s aren’t.  

Trevor: Yep, and that would be in our last proposal you’d know what’s, what we’ve dropped and what not but what 
we can do is make it shorter, take out all the middle stuff, so you can see, I mean that that makes sense to have a list 
of issues that it doesn’t have all the language back and forth. 

EMW: Oh, we heard back from Mike this morning, everybody knew that except me because I hadn’t gotten e-mails 
but, um, so we have the 21st on the table, we did offer the 18th, Mike said that he does have that available, we offered 
it because it’s one less day out of the classroom, so if that day worked for the district we would… 

Trevor: Unfortunately it doesn’t. 

EMW: It doesn’t because… 

Trevor: I’m in arbitration that day, all day and in a different part of the state.  

EMW: It works for everybody but for you then. 

Trevor: I don’t know that. That was one of my first dates when I sent out, I can’t do this day. Do you want to try and 
e-mail and back and forth and we can talk about whether or not if we get the lists, we look at them, we see a proposal 
we can maybe set a meeting or do you just at this point want to wait?  

EMW: We’ll caucus and answer that question. 

Trevor: Okay.  

CAUCUS 

EMW: All right, two things, uh, the first is that we just discussed mediation again that if that January 18th, I know that 
it doesn’t work for you Trevor, but if the school board could come in your absence to meet that day we just think it’s in 
better interest of our kids to be able to be in the classroom on the 21st and mediate on the 18th but and to answer the 
question that you asked before we left I think we’re going to use our time from now until either the 18th or the 21st to 
prepare for mediation and I think that’s better than going back and forth with e-mails that maybe don’t’ communicate 
as well as we could that way. So I think we’ll just prepare for mediation. 

Trevor: Okay. All right thanks everybody. Have a nice night.  

 

 


